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Brain is network of billions of nerve cells and connections (synapses), with aging 
these connections break down and these expressway of lanes closed for 
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these connections break down and these expressway of lanes closed for 
construction, the movement in the brain is also slowed.

Our lives are largely made up of memories (our past) and hopes (our future) wit now 
a grammatical construct. Any memory lapse however transient scares us as we are 
bombarded with the spectre of AD. We treasure our memories and our capacity to 
remember.

Healthy people may complain of forgetting names, take longer to recall a name, to 
find a word. This forgetfulness is Benign forgetfulness and comes after age 40. We 
cannot absorb new information as easily as when we were 20

Episodic = requires temporal and spatial context for retrieving. And declines with 
age as we do not encode well (filing system)

Semantic=not dependent on temporal or spatial cues. Eg vocabulary, historical or 
geographical information.

Episodic and semantic memories work together

When our brain retains a memory of an earlier event that memory is non-
declarative,  implicit or procedural.  



The brain is the most powerful organ in the body  weighs only 3 lbs. and the texture 
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is like firm jello

The brain is old by age 24. It starts to shrink by age 30 and by age 80 we will have 
10-20% less of the grey matter than as a teenage. It has no moving parts, no joints 
or valves, It serves as motherboard for all our body’s other system, but is also the 
seat of the mind, your thoughts , your sense that you exist at all. The BRAIN IS 
LIKE AN INTERNET SERVER AND NOT A COMPUTER.  

4 weeks after conception ½ million nerve cells are made every minute and gradually 
they are sent to different areas to form specific functions.

1st Area—sensory cortex –Basic functions movement in front and back of the brain

2nd area– Parietal lobes—spatial orientation and language

3rd area-prefrontal cortex—executive functions, social judgment, plan for the future

10 million nerve cells or neurons with branches connecting at more than 100 trillion 
points forming a network. Signals traveling through the neurons, forms the basis of 
memories, thoughts and feelings.

Synapses ---connector points of nerve cells-tiny bursts of chemicals called 
neurotransmitters (dozens of neurotransmitters) Signals travel within  the nerve 
cells as electrical charges. AD destroys the neurons and disrupts both the electrical 
charges that travel within the cells and the activity of neurotransmitters at the 
synpse



Primary memory –needs repetition, space in primary memory is limited
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Encoding strength affects retrieval and vice-versa

Recall consolidates LTM and like the principal server on the computer network, it 
integrates visual information coming from the visual cortex with input coming from 
other servers, and stores memories in full recognition of the event.

SECONDARY memory-Age related changes. Loss depends upon the type of 
materials to be learnt and the method we use to remember i.e. free recall or 
recognition. Materials with greater meaning will be remembered better. (nonsense 
syllables). Recall improves when cue are given in both encoding and retrieval 
stages.

Procedural memory: Motor activity based on repetition,   
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Hippocampus is involved  in receiving information processing, and storing it  
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retrieval on demand

Prefrontal –Long term memories are stored.

Frontal lobes—to retrieve information You depend on the frontal lobes to retrieve 
information

To lock something in LTS, review the information 3-5 times a day for 3-5 days. If you 
need to memorize something visualize it.

With age activity in the hippocampus and frontal lobes slow down

Loss of function particularly in the connections between nerve cells break down
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Lobes of the Brain
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FRONTAL   personality, executive functions, abstract reasoning, motivational acts

TEMPORAL           Verbal memory (left hemisphere)

Non-verbal memory (right hemisphere)

PARIETAL     Integration of  Sensory information

OCCIPITAL        Visual functions and perception

Frontal Lobe   SOAP   Sequence, Organization, Abstract Reasoning,  Planning
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Brain feeds on stimulation. It grows and changes all the time . It is never too late to 
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feed it. The brain is far more resilient than we think. It needs a good mental workout  
Brian GYM,  

In spite of all the wear and tear our brain the most important organ which defines us 
as humans, maintains its potency and is far more resilient than previously thought  
The brain grows and changes all the time .It feeds on stimulstion and it is never too 
late to feed it

On a biological level, the older brain is a different brain. It reroutes messages across 
underutilized area, including the hippocampus which is generally reserved for more 
complex memory tasks.

Strategies   Link data,  challenges, create something, exercise, write it down, 
compartmentalize

Cross-words—refine verbal abilities, Jig-saw---helps spatial skills; card game ---
helps sharpen your memory reserves

Keep a diary—the art of writing, cements an important events in the memory. Make 
associative links, new data.

Estrogen make improve verbal and visual memory. Reduces osteoporosis , and AD 
but increases the risk of cancer.

Multi-tasking—difficult as we grow older, detrimental to working memory-short –term 
memory. When distracted the information can slop out before you have had a 
chance to act on it . (standing in the kitchen wondering why you cane there)
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1. Memory loss that affects day-to-day function: normal to occasionally forget 
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appointments etc., a person with AD may forget more often and not 
remember them later

2. Difficulty performing familiar tasks: may be unable to prepare any part of a 
meal or forget they ate a meal

3. Problems with language: may forget simple words or substitute 
inappropriate words

4. Disorientation of time and place: can become lost on their own street, not 
knowing how they got there or how to get home

5. Poor or decreased judgment: may not recognize an infection as a problem 
or may dress inappropriately (e.g. wear heavy clothing on a hot day)

6. Problems with abstract thinking: may forget completely what is in a 
chequebook and what needs to be done with them, may not understand 
what a birthday is

7. Misplacing things: may put things in inappropriate places - iron in the 
freezer, wristwatch in the sugar bowl

8. Changes in mood or behaviour: can exhibit rapid mood swings - from calm 
to tears to anger - for no apparent reason

9. Changes in personality: become extremely confused, suspicious or 
withdrawn,  may also include apathy, fearfulness or acting inappropriately

10. Loss of initiative: may become very passive, and require cues and 
prompting to become involved



60+ different varieties of dementia of which AD is 60%.
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8% of Canadians over 65. 35% over 85; 65% go undiagnosed till symptoms are 
very apparent, this delays intervention and planning for the future.

Imagine a Brain as a home filled with lights which are switched off one by one. AD  
turns off the lights so that the flow of ideas , emotions, memories from one room to 
the other slows and eventually stops and as yet there is no way for the lights to 
come back on.

Memory impairment, other cognitive impairments, functional loss resulting form 
cognitive impairments. No depression.  



Dementia is a syndrome or a group of symptoms resulting from a structural loss or 
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death of nerve cells in the brain. In the earliest stages, before symptoms are 
detected with the current tests, plaques and tangles begin ti form in the brain area 
involved in

1 learning and memory and 2 thinking and planning

Insidious onset with a progressive decline, slowly destroying all cognitive and 
functional abilities. Also behavioral symptoms eg. Depression, wandering, 
disinhibition.  People with MCI are characterized by persistent recurrent short-term 
memory loss, forgetting important social and business matters and some moments 
of confusion. They do poorly on learning and retention of new information. This 
interferes with daily living but they can still care for themselves. Between 10 to 20%  
of people with mild cognitive impairment develop AD characterized progressive 
deterioration of memory, language, reasoning and other vital cognitive functions 1in 
10 develop AD 1-2 years after age 85
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As the incidence of AD increases, government and society as a whole face a 
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major challenge in dealing with the economic and societal implications.

In Canada:

AD affects 5% of people aged > 65 years and 25% of those > 85 years of age

Represents 316,500 cases of AD, of which 50% require institutionalized care

Two-thirds of AD patients are women

The annual treatment costs of AD in Canada currently approach  $4 billion a 
year;

Direct costs (actual monetary expenditures) of AD include supportive home 
care, institutionalization, pharmacological treatments and physician visits

Indirect costs (lost resources) include the loss of productivity of the patient 
and primarily the unpaid caregiver services provided by family, friends and 
volunteers

A recent Canadian study found that 84% of the cost of care for a patient with 
severe AD arises from institutionalization1

It has been estimated that the burden of unpaid caregiver time may account 
for up to 62% of the cost of caring for an AD patient at home2
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MILD  preparing a meal but forgetting to serve; getting lost in familiar area or street; 
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inappropriate choices putting a bathrobe to go out; May last from 2-10 years

Moderate:  putting objects in inappropriate places, e.g. iron in freezer, rapid mood or 
personality changes, lack of interest , lack of initiative.

More plaques and tangles are formed affecting (spreading) to other areas involved 
in 1 speaking and understanding 2 your sense of where your body relates to objects 
around you. Changes in personality and trouble recognizing friends and family 
members



The cortex shrivels up, damaging areas involved in thinking, planning and 
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remembering , shrinkage specially severe in hippocampus, an area that plays a key 
role in formation of memories. The ventricles (fluid –field spaces within the brain 
grow larger. More cortex is seriously damaged. Wide spread cell death. Lose their 
ability to communicate, recognize family and even themselves in a photo



In the early stages of AD, tasks requiring sustained attention, memory and 
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problem solving abilities begin to deteriorate.  In some patients progression can 
be rapid.

As AD progresses, patients develop moderate to severe memory deficits, and 
increased language impairment.

In the severe stages of AD, patients exhibit aphasia (loss of language), apraxia
(loss of purposeful movement) and agnosia (loss of recognition).

Approximately two thirds of AD patients will begin to exhibit behavioural 
problems encompassing a range of symptoms including

Anxiety

Depression

Aggression

Wandering

These symptoms tend to emerge in the more advanced stages of AD.
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By the time AD is noticed 60 to 80% of our brain cells are dead/lost.
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Amyloid plaques (senile plaques):  Neurons store memory, neurons die, these dead 
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cells cannot be pushed out of the brain and they collect together and remain 
clumped together.

Neurofibrillary tangles are long ribbons INSIDE  the cell, they choke the cell. 
Plaques are outside the cells



Down syndrome:  Chromosome 21 is defective, it contains 3 copies of the gene 
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instead of 2  

Aluminum:  NO RISK The dye injected has aluminium.

Interplay of environmental factors :  Infection or head trauma-combined with genes 
that make you more susceptible to the disease.



Most people with AD die not because their brain has aged but because of deterioration somewhere 
else in the body. If we maintain a healthy functioning brain with continued self renewal, we can have 
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else in the body. If we maintain a healthy functioning brain with continued self renewal, we can have 
a well-functioning brain for a longer period of time. Research has shifted from structure to form—the 
brain is not a shell, but a

In active, dynamic, supremely plastic structure that changes from moment to moment.

Exercise stimulates the release of natural compounds that stimulate brain cell growth. It relieves 
stress levels, lowers BP, improves the lipid profile enhances glucose tolerance

Anti-inflamatory:  Twins study. 1 twin had AD and the second had No AD . He had arthritis and took 
Advil

Vit E 400-1200 IU.   Vitamin C –1-5 grms; Vit A 10,00 to 20,00 units

Ginko—need to be taken in the refined form.  It contains super vit E. NIH has an $18 million study to 
test the claim  of ginko

Red wine : 1 litre a day, thee mold on the skin acts as an anti-oxydent

Alcohol is a toxin for hippocampus. It is water soluble ad with age body fat percentage increases and 
body water decreases. Hence the alcohol stays in the body longer,  One drink while you are an adult 
is like 2 drinks when you are young.

Cholesterol lowering drugs : incidence reduced by 75% in people in their 40s and 50s

Cigarettes; Nicotene and other substances target brain cells responsible for memory by boosting it to 
work better

Diet : Pro-memory diet-low in saturated fat, high in fruit and vegs, rich n antioxident Vit B, C and E

Spirituality triggers relaxation process, lowers BP and heart rate, it is a powerful stress reducer.



Currently, the only agents approved in Canada for use in  the treatment of AD 
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inhibit the breakdown of ACh by AChE. These include:

Donepezil (Aricept; Pfizer)

Rivastigmine (Exelon; Novartis)

Galantamine (Reminyl; Janssen-Ortho), approved in July 2001, has a novel 
dual mechanism of action on the cholinergic system.

Galantamine is a reversible AChE inhibitor and also allosterically modulates 
nicotinic ACh receptors.  The nicotinic receptors play a key role in memory and 
learning.  The allosteric modulation of these receptors increases their sensitivity 
to stimulation by ACh thus enhancing cholinergic function.
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